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Question: 1
Which of the following statements about the Nokia RG feature (ID:BSS21362) Fast BSS Restart is correct?
A. The feature is a licensed sofware controlled by a license parameter. It increases the network availability by
reducing the radio network (RNW) downtme in a controlled BSC restart. The reduced downtme is achieved by
restartng the BSC without an RNW and takes only 0,5 - 4,5 minutes afer all the BSC computer units are raised back to
working state.
B. It increases the network availability by reducing the radio network (RNW) downtme in a controlled BSC restart. The
reduced downtme is achieved by restartng the BSC without an RNW and takes only 0,5 - 4,5 minutes afer all the BSC
computer units are raised back to working state.
C. It increases the network availability by reducing the radio network (RNW) downtme in a controlled BSC restart. The
reduced downtme is achieved by restartng the BSC without an RNW and takes only 18 minutes afer all the BSC
computer units are raised back to working state.
D. The feature is basic sofware and its usage is not controlled by a license or parameter. It has been designed to
increase network availability for service usage and requires: BSC S14, Flexi EDGE BTS EX4.0 or Flexi Multradio BTS
EX4.1., NetAct OSS5.2 CD set 3.

Answer: B
Question: 2
Nokia has promoted and supported the so called "Design for Services" Requirements. Why?
A. Design for Services are technical requirements to improve Nokia services and service pricing over compettors.
B. Design for Services are technical requirements to improve Nokia producton tme and pricing competveness over
compettors.
C. Design for Services is a process to verify the quality of faulty feld units in order to improve Nokia quality over
compettors for Pre P8 products.
D. Design for Services is a process to verify the quality of faulty feld units in order to improve Nokia quality over
compettors for Post P8 products.

Answer: A
Question: 3
Nokia has introduced since 2012 the Multcontroller BSC, mcBSC. What is the major impact on service pricing on
mcBSC?
A. The revolutonary BSC HW concept.
B. Fast installaton and commissioning tmes.
C. Fast IP routng and loop protecton versus legacy IP connectvity.
D. Revolutonary AC and DC power supply optons, with extreme LiPo Back up Batery capabilites.

Answer: B
Question: 4
Nokia is ofering for Radio Access Technology, Remote SW Upgrade Services via RAS Server. Which is the Nokia
preferred and cost efcient delivery channel for this service ofering?
A. GSD.
B. NI.
C. Roll Out Support via Partners on Site.
D. All Nokia Lines of Businesses.

Answer: A
Question: 5
The RG40 BSS GSM/DEGE release does NOT support which of the below HW NW elements?
A. Talk Family BTS, BSCi / BSC2i, BTSplus BTS.
B. Horizon BTS, BSCi / BSC2i, BTSplus BTS.
C. Talk Family BTS, BSCi / BSC2i, BTSplus BTS, Talk Family BTS.
D. Talk Family BTS, BSCi / BSC2i.

Answer: D
Question: 6
What can the Nokia Mult-Operator Core Network soluton in RG30 EP1 ofer?
A. CAPEX/OPEX savings via Network Sharing soluton that allows sharing BTS equipment and BSC between the
operators.
B. CAPEX/OPEX savings can be achieved by a Network Sharing soluton that allows sharing billing system between the
operators.
C. CAPEX/OPEX savings can be achieved by a Network Sharing soluton that allows unifed roaming services.
D. CAPEX/OPEX savings can be achieved by a Network Sharing soluton that allows unifed coverage services by many
operators using a single micro SIM Card.

Answer: A
Question: 7
The Feature Dynamic PCU Pooling is used with which type of PCUs?
A. Packet Abis PCU only
B. Legacy Abis PCU only
C. Both Packet Abis PCU and Legacy Abis PCU
D. Either Packet Abis or Legacy Abis PCU

Answer: A
Question: 8
What exactly does the Nokia Smart Resource Adaptaton applicaton sofware do?
A. SRA decreases the PS efciency as more radio resources are reserved for signaling type of trafc.
B. Managing a needs-based resource allocaton with shallow packet inspecton for mobile devices with single-slot
class.
C. Reduces the paging load up to 70 % in both Air and Abis interfaces.
D. Managing a needs-based resource allocaton with shallow packet inspecton for mobile devices with mult-slot
class.

Answer: D
Question: 9
What is BR Evoluton - BS2xx@Flexi BSC family?
A. Network evoluton with GEMINI using the mcBSC and mcRNC.
B. Network evoluton with GEMINI.High Capacity FlexiBSC enables BSC consolidaton.Existng BTS Plus will stay
untouched in the network - Only sofware update and "re-homing" to new Flexi BSCs.
C. Cloning of older BSC3i and ex Siemens eBSC to the new mcBSC, due to phase out of the former HW.
D. Network evoluton with Common Abis.High Capacity FlexiBSC enables BSC consolidaton.Existng Ex Motorola BTS
Horizon II will stay untouched in the network - Only sofware update and "re-homing" to new Flexi BSCs.

Answer: B
Question: 10
What is the purpose of ad Abis loop test in a Flexi Multradio BTS GSM/EDGE?
A. The purpose of the Abis loop test is to verify the Abis loop protecton functonality via the integrated transmission
protecton.
B. The purpose of the Abis loop test is to verify the Abis transmission set-up and quality.During the Abis loop test,
Flexi Multradio BTS generates a test signal patern via Packet Abis.
C. The purpose of the Abis loop test is to verify the Abis transmission set-up and quality.During the Abis loop test,
Flexi Multradio BTS generates a test signal patern in Abis downlink for the tmeslots under test.
D. The purpose of the Abis loop test is to verify the Abis transmission set-up and quality.During the Abis loop test,
Flexi Multradio BTS generates a test signal patern in Abis uplink for the tmeslots under test.

Answer: D
Question: 11
How many maximum number of PCUs are in pool?
A. 42.
B. 52.

C. 50.
D. 64.

Answer: C
Question: 12
In a Flexi Multradio BTS GSM/EDGE the so called site confguraton fle (SCF) is stored:
A. In the Radio Remote heads non-volatle memory.
B. In the System Module's (ESMA/C) non-volatle memory.
C. In the System Module's (ESMB/C) non-volatle memory.
D. In the Radio Frequency Module's non-volatle memory.

Answer: C
Question: 13
In RG40 BSS system release Nokia ofers the feature Flexi BSC TRX capacity with mcBSC modules. What below is
technically correct about this feature?
A. The combined Flexi BSC / Multcontroller BSC installaton creates a powerful combined dual logical BSC
confguraton consistng of two BSCs.
B. Maintain BSC capacity for the existng installed legacy Radio Network along with capabilites to provide Single RAN
capable BSC capacity also for the latest Radio Network with Packet Abis.
C. Implementng Flexi BSC TRX capacity with Multcontroller BSC modules inside the FlexiBSC cabinets minimizes the
footprint and installaton work.
D. Combining Multcontroller BSC with Flexi BSC and RNC implementatons in a common Site Soluton for Single RAN
evoluton.

Answer: B
Question: 14
How many BTS resets are possible in a Flexi Multradio BTS GSM/EDGE?
A. BCF (site) reset: resets all modules/units in the site except transmission submodules (FIxx).BTS (sector) reset: resets
a single BTS object, including all TRXs that are part of the BTS object confguraton.System Module reset.
B. BCF (site) reset: resets all modules/units in the site except transmission submodules (FIxx).BTS (sector) reset: resets
a single BTS object, including all TRXs that are part of the BTS object confguraton.TRX reset: resets all confgured
TRX.OMU reset is not supported at all.System Module reset.
C. BCF (site) reset: resets all modules/units in the site except transmission submodules (FIxx).BTS (sector) reset: resets
a single BTS object, including all TRXs that are part of the BTS object confguraton.TRX reset: resets a single TRX.OMU
reset: OMU is restarted.System Module reset.
D. BCF (site) reset: resets all modules/units in the site except transmission submodules (FIxx).BTS (sector) reset: resets
a single BTS object, including all TRXs that are part of the BTS object confguraton.TRX reset: resets a single TRX.OMU
reset is not supported at all.System Module reset.

Answer: D

Question: 15
What is Nokia Flexi Zone?
A. NW Capacity soluton using small-cell underlay networks.
B. Actve Distributon Antennae system.
C. New coming LTE base staton controller.
D. Nokia Flexi Zone is a custom LTE radio access soluton to be ofered to NSS CMCC lead customer.

Answer: A
Question: 16
Which of the following statement is true about PCU Pooling Feature:
A. Can only be used with PCUB.
B. Can only be used with PCU2D, PCUM.
C. Can only be used with PCU2E.
D. Can be used with PCU2D/PCU2E/PCUM.

Answer: D
Question: 17
What is Nokia Mint and what are the main benefts?
A. Mint is a NW Eng tool designed to monitor Nokia customers' BTS HW confguratons.
B. Mint is a value added pricing tool.
C. Mint is the NI soluton used by Nokia project management during roll out.
D. Mint is the Nokia soluton for Quality products similar to Six Sigma.

Answer: A
Question: 18
The Dynamic Frequency and Channel Allocaton feature in GSM provides which main beneft(s)?
A. DFCA can double base staton site trafc handling capacity.
B. DFCA minimizes the overall network interference.
C. DFCA removes the need for frequency planning for non-BCCH TRXs.
D. All are valid.

Answer: D
Question: 19
The Nokia Liquid Radio sofware suite is applicable for:

A. LTE and WCDMA.
B. HSPA and HSPA+.
C. Only for legacy GSM EDGE technology.
D. The Nokia Liquid Radio sofware suite is totally technology independent as it is operated via NetAct8 only.

Answer: C
Question: 20
Nokia ofers in GSM/EDGE RG40 releases the so called Ant Lag Suite (ALS). What does ALS introduce?
A. This feature introduces a range of RLC / MAC capabilites and mechanisms, working to reduce the RTT tme.
B. This feature introduces a range of RLC / MAC capabilites and mechanisms, working to combine all RAT into
singleRAN.
C. This feature introduces a range of RLC / MAC capabilites and mechanisms, working to adapt the RTT tme to the
current needs.
D. This feature introduces a range of RLC / MAC capabilites and mechanisms, working to reduce the RTT tme, in total
achieving a typical reducton of more than 500 ms.

Answer: A
Question: 21
The method of Flexi Multradio BTS antenna line supervision is done by:
A. Monitor the MCPA temperature at BCCH TRX.
B. Via voltage standing wave rato (VSWR) monitoring.
C. Random usage of TRX Loop tests when tmeslot is in idle mode.
D. Random usage of IDD Loop tests when tmeslot is in idle mode.

Answer: B
Question: 22
What is a feederless Flexi Multradio BTS site?
A. In a feederless Flexi Multradio BTS site, the RF module can be installed at a distance from the System Module and
connected only via DC feed.
B. In a feederless Flexi Multradio BTS site, the RF module can be installed at a distance from the System Module, and
the BaseBand connecton is via the existng antennae feeder cables.
C. In a feederless Flexi Multradio BTS site, the RF module can be installed at a distance from the System Module. BTS
antenna line feeders are replaced with optcal fber connectons. Flexi Multradio BTS has compatble optcal CPRI
interfaces.
D. In a feederless Flexi Multradio BTS site, the RF module can be installed at a distance from the System Module. BTS
antenna line feeders are replaced with optcal fber connectons via compatble optcal OBSI interfaces reaching up to
40 km using single mode fber cable.

Answer: D
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